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 The series stars Jennifer Lopez, Rodrigo Santoro, Matthew Fox, Lucy Liu, Rodrigo Santoro, Josh Duhamel, Lea Thompson,
and David Cubitt. It aired on TNT from September 21 to December 26, 2010. The series aired its final episode on December

26, 2010, with the series finale, Saving Eden, airing as the series finale. Plot In the year 2017, a massive hurricane on the island
of Paloma is causing an oil spill, which contaminates the water and soil and kills off most of the animals. Three years later, a
United States Air Force C-17 military plane crashes in the jungle of Paloma during a storm with no survivors. On a remote

island in Paloma, the seven survivors of the crash must survive not only the hostile and dangerous conditions on the island but
also their own personal issues in order to stay alive. Cast Jennifer Lopez as Adriana Rodriguez: A former flight attendant on a
plane to South America when it crashes into a jungle on the Paloma island. She is the mother of a young girl named Yolanda.

She is portrayed as an assertive character with little regard for the others' feelings. She is the most proactive of the seven
survivors when they first arrive on the island, and is given the task of finding medicine for the group's wounded and ill,

including a pregnant woman who lost her baby. When the group is stranded on the island, Adriana is the first to come up with a
plan to reach land. She is also very much in love with Gonzalo, but it becomes apparent that she loves him as a friend rather than
as a lover. At the end of the series, she leaves Paloma with Gonzalo. Matthew Fox as Gonzalo Rodriguez: A seaman who was on

a boat which was on board the plane that crashed on Paloma Island. He is nicknamed the "Gonz". He is a very fit man with a
great body, especially for someone who spends so much time around the sea, but he has trouble relating to other people. He is in

love with Adriana, but she doesn't seem to return his feelings. He is the youngest of the survivors. Lucy Liu as Yolanda
Rodriguez: Adriana's daughter. Yolanda is a beautiful young girl who is mostly quiet and reserved. She has been raised by her
mother and has an affectionate relationship with her, but she has never known her father. At the end of the series, 520fdb1ae7
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